Friday May 22 CL Quick Tips

- **Oncourse Downtime**: Saturday, June 6 from 5 a.m.– noon for system upgrade
- The Oncourse **CL upgrade** includes many new features. For details, review this KB document: [https://kb.iu.edu/data/auoi.html](https://kb.iu.edu/data/auoi.html)
- Of the June 6 enhancements, I particularly encourage you to review the **Modules tool**. This content builder:
  - Streamlines content creation by building navigation (previous, next) and table of contents automatically.
  - Stores all the content within Oncourse so you no longer have to be concerned with storing files on and accessing “the J: drive”
  - Makes creation and editing a snap.
  - Simplifies “rolling over” from semester to semester.
  - Displays and hides sections of content by date selection, and much more.
  
  Schedule a consultation with Ben or Cindy to review the tool and see how to use it in your course!

- **New resource available!!** I now have a single license for A.D.A.M. Interactive Anatomy that faculty can review in my office. With this software we can create “dissectible anatomy”, “drill down” through anatomy layers to reveal more detail, show 3D anatomy, and clinical illustrations. We can create “pinned” illustrations with and without labels for student quizzing. Hundreds of images can be exported for use in course content, quizzes, PowerPoint presentations, etc. Contact me for an appointment.
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